
Samsung  Ushers  In  The  Galaxy
Note8

The brand new Galaxy Note8 phablet is launched by Samsung in Sri Lanka.

With its newly-marketed cutting-edge Galaxy Note8 phablet Samsung avows to
enhance the consumer’s lifestyle and boost the ability to improvise.

Almost magically extending from end to end, the 6.3-inch Infinity Display vastly
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improves what the user is able to see. The increased screen size notwithstanding,
the sleek and symmetrical design makes the unit easy to hold. The device’s Multi-
Window, with its split-screen facility, enables dealing with more than one task at
the same and the App Pair feature is fantastic when there is a need to use two
applications concurrently.

The S Pen sets in motion a whole new way of inventing and sharing information.
With the sensation of writing on paper, the tool allows users to draw on photos
and transmit handwritten notes via Live Message.

When inspiration strikes, simply pull out the S Pen and create! Without even
unlocking the phone, it is possible with Screen Off Memo to make a note and ‘pin’
it up to check later. The 4,096 sensor points capture movement with a high level
of accuracy. With the new S Pen a user can snip out simply the part that is
wanted while rendering a screen-grab.

A Distinctive Attribute Of The New Model Is Bixby, Which Responds To
The User’s Voice And Can Be Used In Tandem With Vision To Learn More
About An Object Or Location By Simply Pointing The Camera At It.

The  endlessly  fascinating  features  of  its  camera  makes  the  Galaxy  Note8  a
shutterbug’s dream. Whether it is action shots or close-ups, the two rear-facing
12-megapixel  cameras  with  different  focal  lengths  produce  natural  and
remarkable photos – even if  captured while walking or in dim light.  For this
enhancement the Galaxy Note8 is also equipped with a f/1.7 and f/2.4 aperture
and 2x optical  zoom. The Smart Auto Focus 8-megapixel  front-facing camera
helps to take crisp selfies and significantly improves the video chat experience.
Dual Capture, where the telephoto and wide-angle lenses work simultaneously,
enables taking two images in a single shot and breathtaking bokeh images are
possible using the Live Focus feature.

A distinctive attribute of the new model is Bixby, which responds to the user’s
voice and can be used in tandem with Vision to learn more about an object or
location by simply pointing the camera at it. The premium AKG earphones on the
Galaxy Note8 employ Harman’s latest 32-bit/384kHz audio technology for clear
and equalized sound.

Galaxy Note8’s 10nm mobile application processor (AP) and 6GB RAM makes its
performance ultra-fast and smooth. Storage space will never be a cause for worry



with the unit’s in-built memory of 64GB and expandable memory of 256 GB using
the unit’s microSD card slot. The IP68 certification of the Galaxy Note8 ensures it
is dust-proof and will outlive an under-water depth of 1.5 metres for up to 30
minutes. Secure Folder is a space that only the owner can access and the Galaxy
Note8 can be secured through its fingerprint and iris scanning facilities.


